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Abstract

The Comprehensive Analysis of
Genomic, Transcriptomic, and
Pathologic Changes
after Acquisition of Resistance
to Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors
Shin Hye Yoo
The Department of Clinical Medical Sciences
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
Introduction: Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) have emerging role in
many cancer types. A certain proportion of patients who are treated with ICI
have long-term durable response but finally progress and show acquired
resistance to ICI. However, acquired resistance mechanism of ICI has not yet
been elucidated. This study analyzed the changes after acquisition of
resistance to ICI through genomic, transcriptomic, and pathologic analyses of
i

tumor samples of patients who were diagnosed as ICI-eligible type of cancer
such as head and neck cancer or genitourinary cancer, in a comprehensive
manner that takes into account both tumor-side (tumor-intrinsic) and immuneside (tumor-extrinsic)
Materials and Methods: The patients with immunogenic tumors (renal cell
carcinoma, urothelial cell carcinoma, and head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma) who received ICI between Dec 2013 and June 2017 were
retrospectively analyzed. The patients who experienced response to ICI
(complete response, partial response, or stable disease > 6 months) followed
by progression and had available formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues
were enrolled. Whole exome sequencing, RNA sequencing and multiplex
immunohistochemistry were performed on pre-treatment and resistant tumor
samples. Tumor mutation burden, mutational signature and acquired
resistance-associated somatic mutation were identified. Immune infiltrates,
immune-related parameters such as immune checkpoints and immune
activation markers, and the components of tumor microenvironment were
evaluated. Evaluated parameters were classified into tumor-intrinsic and
tumor-extrinsic – local immunity and systemic immunity.
Results: A total of 6 patients were analyzed. The median time to acquired
resistance was 370 days (range, 210 to 739 days). Patient #1, who was
diagnosed as human papillomavirus-positive head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma, exhibited evident APOBEC-associated mutational signature in
both pre-treatment and post-treatment samples. Resistance tumor tissue of the
ii

patient harbored a missense mutation (E542K) in gene encoding PI3KCA,
which can activate PI3K-Akt signaling pathway and may result in AR. In this
patient, tumor mutational burden increased after ICI, whereas levels of
cytotoxic CD8-positive T cells and immune checkpoints such as PD-1, LAG3,
or TIM3 were all decreased during AR. In patient #2, multiplex
immunohistochemistry and RNA sequencing revealed the higher level of
expression of alternative immune checkpoints including PD-1, LAG3 and
TIM3 as well as CD8-positive tumor infiltrating lymphocytes were observed
in post-treatment tumor than in pre-treatment tumor. Patient #3 showed a stopgain mutation in gene encoding AXIN2, and patient #4 showed a frameshift
deletion mutation in gene encoding TET2. In any of the patients, no
significant mutations or copy number alterations of antigen presenting
machinery or interferon-γ pathway were detected.
Conclusion: This study found that alternative immune checkpoint molecules
were elevated after acquisition of resistance to ICI. Moreover, APOBECmediated PIK3CA mutagenesis might be a potential mechanism of acquired
resistance.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Keywords: Acquired resistance, Mechanism, Immune checkpoint inhibitor,
Next generation sequencing, immunohistochemistry, Programmed deathligand 1, PIK3CA
Student number: 2017-31850
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1. INTRODUCTION

Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) are emerging as new treatments for
different type of cancers. Programmed cell death-1 (PD-1) / programmed
death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) axis is the most successful immune checkpoint to be
targeted by ICI. PD-1 / PD-L1 blockades such as nivolumab or
pembrolizumab have been approved for non-small cell lung cancer and
melanoma first (1), and the use of PD-1 / PD-L1 blockades is expanding to
other cancer types including genitourinary cancer (2) and head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma (3). ICI, nowadays, is a crucial therapeutic option
that should be integrated through the paradigm of treatment along with other
therapeutics such as conventional chemotherapy or targeted agents, other
modalities such as radiotherapy or surgery (4-8).
However, the response rate to ICI treatment alone still falls short of 20%
despite numerous attempts to increase it. The number of studies exploring the
biomarker for selection of adequate population is rapidly increasing (9-11).
Although PD-L1 expression on tumor cell (12, 13) or tumor mutation burden
(TMB) (14-16) is known as positive predictive biomarker for ICI response in
some cancer types, there are still certain of patient groups that do not initially
respond to ICI and shows acquired resistance. Moreover, the predictive role of
tumor PD-L1 and TMB is inconsistent between cancer types (12, 15, 17). In
sum, there is no definite biomarker for ICI responses yet, which means the
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mechanism of resistance has been poorly studied yet (18, 19). So, exploring
the mechanism of resistance to ICI has been the next important approach to
maximize the effectiveness of ICIs.
Most of studies have focused on the mechanisms of primary resistance so
far. However, little is known about the mechanism of acquired resistance,
which is defined as progression after initial response for ICI (5). Unlike
cytotoxic chemotherapy or targeted agent, ICIs are often characterized by
long-term durable response in some patients (20-22), but they also would
develop acquired resistance. Strategy for optimal management when acquired
resistance occurs is not yet established, and unmet need for a guide in clinical
practice is increasing. The most common mechanism of cytotoxic
chemotherapy is mainly related to drug inactivation, increasing the release of
drugs outside the cell, reducing the absorption of the drugs, inhibition of the
cell death, changing the drug metabolism, etc (23, 24). Changing the
chemotherapeutic agent targets by newly acquired genetic aberration is the
most common resistance mechanism for targeted agents (25, 26). However,
ICI acts by facilitating immune system in the patient to recognize cancer cells
as non-self rather than by targeting or killing cancer cell directly. So, the
mechanism of acquired resistance to ICI could differ from those to cytotoxic
chemotherapy or targeted agents (27).
To date, some mechanisms of acquired resistance have been
observed in previous studies. Based on the mechanisms of actions of ICIs,
hypothetical mechanism of resistance to ICI can appertain to any of three
2

categories, as suggested by a previous review article (28): 1) insufficient
generation of anti-tumor T cells, 2) inadequate function of tumor-specific T
cells, or 3) impaired formation of T cell memory. The defect of antigen
presenting machinery such as loss of heterozygosity of β2-microglobulin gene
(29-31), and change of neo-antigens during ICI treatment (32) can go for the
first category. For the second category, loss-of-function mutation of Janus
Kinase 1 (JAK1) and Janus Kinase 1 (JAK2) (29), can give rise to acquired
resistance in clinics. In addition, upregulations of other immune checkpoint
molecules were thought to be another acquired resistance mechanism through
T cell exhaustion (33, 34).
However, a few limitations are noted in those previous studies. First,
the studies were mostly limited to patients with non-small cell lung cancer or
malignant melanoma. Second, the studies included only a small number of
patients because the prevalence of acquired resistance is little (18, 35), and it
is challenging to achieve sufficient tissues and blood samples for genomic,
transcriptomic, and pathologic analysis. Finally, such acquired resistance
mechanisms were observed only in some patients (18). These might not fully
represent why the remaining patients without clear resistance mechanism
show acquired resistance. This insists that previously reported mechanisms of
acquired resistance to ICI could not be generalized to the patients with
different cancer types and that more cases exploring the acquired resistance
mechanism are needed. Moreover, the comprehensive analysis in a scope
3

including tumor side and immune side should be performed.
Therefore, this study aimed to analyze the changes after acquisition
of resistance to ICI through genomic, transcriptomic, and pathologic analyses
of tumor samples of patients who were diagnosed as immunogenic tumors in a
comprehensive manner considering both tumor-side (tumor-intrinsic) and
immune-side (tumor-extrinsic).

4

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Patient population
Medical records of patients with immunogenic tumors (renal cell
carcinoma (RCC), urothelial cell carcinoma (UCC), or head and neck cancer)
who treated with ICI (PD-1 / PD-L1 blockade single or combination) in Seoul
National University Hospital between Dec 2013 and June 2017 were
retrospectively reviewed. Among them, patients 1) > 19 years or older, 2) who
showed acquired resistance, defined as experiencing response to ICI
(complete response, partial response, or stable disease > 6 months, assessed
by the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors guideline, version 1.1
(36)) followed by progression, and 3) who had available enough pre-treatment
and post-treatment (resistant) tumor tissues and matched peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMC) were included. A total of 6 patients were enrolled.
Baseline patient characteristics (including age, sex, histologic differentiation,
location of tumor, and stage) and treatment outcomes were retrospectively
obtained from medical records. The study protocol was reviewed and
approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Seoul National University
Hospital (approval no. H-1809-144-978). The study was conducted in
accordance with the Principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

5

2.2

Tissue

preparation

and

multiplex

immunohistochemistry (IHC)
Specimens from patients were formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded
(FFPE). All human FFPE tissue samples were obtained from the archive of
the Department of Pathology in Seoul National University Hospital. Two
pathologists (SHK and JMK) reviewed specimens and designated
representative tumor regions identified by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
stained sections. Quantitative multiplex immunohistochemical staining was
conducted using PerkinElmer Opal kit (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA).
One pathologist (JMK) marked representative tumor regions (tumor marking)
on the electronic image file. Four μm of FFPE tissue sections was cut by
rotation microtome. Following being heated at least for 1 hr in a dry oven at
60°C and deparaffinization with 100% xylene, the sections were rehydrated.
Antigen retrieval was performed with Bond Epitope Retrieval 2 (#AR9640,
Leica Biosystems, Newcastle, UK) in a pH 9.0 solution for 30min. 3% H2O2
blocking solution followed by Dako antibody diluent was used for blocking.
Multiplex immunofluorescence staining was performed with a Leica Bond
Rx™ Automated Stainer (Leica Biosystems, Newcastle, UK). The first
primary antibodies for cytokeratin (CK) (NBP2-29429, NOVUS, dilution
1:500) were incubated for 1 hour in a humidified chamber at room
temperature, and the OpalTM Polymer HRP Ms+Rb kit (ARH1001EA,
6

Perkin-Elmer, MA, USA) was used for detection. Visualization of CK was
accomplished using Opal 780 TSA Plus (dilution 1:25), after which the slide
was treated with Bond Epitope Retrieval 1 (#AR9961, Leica Biosystems,
Newcastle, UK) for 20 min to remove bound antibodies before the next step in
the sequence. In a serial fashion, cluster of differentiation 3 (CD3) (790-4341,
Ventana, dilution 1:300, Perkin-Elmer, Opal 480 TSA Plus 1:150), PD-L1
(13684S, Cell Signaling, dilution 1:300, Perkin-Elmer, Opal 690 TSA Plus
1:150), PD-1 (ab137132, Abcam, dilution 1:500, Perkin-Elmer, Opal 520 TSA
Plus 1:150), Lymphocyte-activation gene 3 (LAG3) (LS-C18692, LSBio,
dilution 1:100, Perkin-Elmer, Opal

570 TSA Plus

1:150), T-cell

immunoglobulin and mucin-domain containing-3 (TIM3) (45208S, Cell
Signaling, dilution 1:200, Perkin-Elmer, Opal 620 TSA Plus 1:150) was
stained. In another panel, cluster of differentiation 4 (CD4) (ab133616,
Abcam, dilution 1:200, Perkin-Elmer, Opal 480 TSA Plus 1:150), cluster of
differentiation 8 (CD8) (HCA1817, Bio-rad, dilution 1:300, Perkin-Elmer,
Opal 520 TSA Plus 1:150), Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) class I
(ab70328, Abcam, dilution 1:40000, Perkin-Elmer, Opal 620 TSA Plus 1:150),
cluster of differentiation 86 (CD86) (91882S, Cell Signaling, dilution 1:300,
Perkin-Elmer, Opal 690 TSA Plus 1:150) and cluster of differentiation 163
(CD163) (ab182422, Abcam, dilution 1:500, Perkin-Elmer, Opal 570 TSA
Plus 1:150) was stained. Nuclei were subsequently visualized with nuclear
spectral elements (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, DAPI), and the section was
coverslipped using HIGHDEF® IHC fluoromount (ADI-950-260-0025, Enzo,
7

USA). The PerkinElmer Vectra 3.0 Automated Quantitative Pathology
Imaging System (Perkin-Elmer, MA, USA) was used for scanning slides, and
images were analyzed using the inform 2.2 software and TIBCO Spotfire™
(Perkin-Elmer, MA, USA). Each cell was identified by detecting DAPI. Using
the cell segmentation tool by the InForm image analysis software, all the
immune cell populations from each panel was quantified and designated as
positive or negative for each antibody. The numbers of CK, CD3, PD-L1, PD1, LAG3, TIM3, CD4, CD8, HLA class I, CD86, and CD163 positive cells
were counted in each slide. I also analyzed the data for CD3, CD4, CD8, PD-1,
LAG3 and TIM3 in cells with lymphocyte-range of diameters (5 to 15 um)
and the data for CD86 and CD163 in cells with macrophage-range of
diameters (15 to 25 um). To characterize the expression of the markers on
tumor cells, PD-L1 and HLA class I on CK-positive cells were used for
analysis.

2.3. DNA and RNA extraction process
Genomic deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic Acid (RNA)
were isolated from a-10µm thick section of FFPE tumor tissue using a
Maxwell® RSC DNA/RNA FFPE kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA).
Genomic DNA from peripheral blood was extracted using the Maxwell® RSC
Blood DNA kit (Promega). Genomic DNA and RNA concentration and purity
were measured using a EON (BioTek., Winooski, VT, USA) and a Qubit 2.0
8

Fluorometer (Life Technologies Inc., USA).

2.4. Whole Exome Sequencing (WES) and data analysis
High quality genomic DNA in each sample was sheared with an
S220 ultra-sonicator (Covaris, USA), and library was constructed with the
SureSelect XT Human All Exon 50Mb and SureSelect XT reagent kit, HSQ
(Agilent Technologies), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The exome
libraries were sequenced on the HiSeq 2500 platform (Illumina, USA) and
prepared via genomic DNA shearing, end-repair, A-tailing, paired-end adaptor
ligation and amplification. The library was also hybridized with bait
sequences, purified and amplified with a barcode tag. Quality and quantity of
the library were evaluated using a 2200 TapeStation Instrument and Qubit 2.0
Fluorometer, respectively. The exome library was sequenced using the 10-bp
paired-end mode of the TruSeq Rapid PE Cluster kit and the TruSeq Rapid
SBS kit (Illumina, USA). Sequencing depth as 200x for tumor tissue and 80x
for

peripheral

blood

mononuclear

cells

was

planned.

characteristics and information were described in Table 1.
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Sequencing

Table 1. Whole exome sequencing quality and information
Sample ID

Total read

%GC

%N

%Q20

%Q30

#1-blood
#1-pre
#1-post
#2-blood
#2-pre1
#2-pre2
#2-post
#3-blood
#3-pre
#3-post
#4-blood
#4-pre
#4-post
#5-blood
#5-pre
#5-post
#6-blood
#6-pre1
#6-pre2
#6-post

47,250,856
133,864,160
149,251,190
45,368,046
112,229,928
100,954,896
124,882,528
44,035,340
107,468,288
106,341,600
40,014,512
126,577,470
107,385,452
52,499,440
142,327,880
145,424,824
58,332,668
115,773,210
90,324,218
112,409,210

47.17%
51.96%
52.33%
48.28%
48.69%
50.03%
55.72%
49.66%
50.93%
51.01%
49.63%
50.13%
49.25%
47.19%
51.03%
52.68%
47.01%
49.13%
47.31%
57.37%

0.05%
0.05%
0.04%
0.09%
0.04%
0.10%
0.05%
0.10%
0.09%
0.09%
0.10%
0.05%
0.09%
0.05%
0.05%
0.05%
0.05%
0.04%
0.05%
0.05%

95.09%
95.99%
96.10%
97.88%
98.25%
98.16%
95.66%
97.82%
98.27%
98.22%
97.86%
98.08%
98.30%
95.23%
94.58%
95.55%
95.23%
96.81%
96.50%
95.48%

90.63%
91.98%
92.32%
95.97%
96.71%
96.48%
91.38%
95.89%
96.65%
96.59%
95.91%
96.30%
96.72%
90.78%
89.38%
91.25%
90.79%
93.66%
93.27%
90.98%
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Mapping
rate%
96.01%
83.52%
87.56%
97.64%
76.94%
93.65%
84.04%
97.46%
83.08%
68.41%
97.81%
52.72%
88.22%
95.10%
81.95%
75.91%
92.46%
91.98%
95.54%
91.58%

On-target
rate%
66.21%
68.67%
59.48%
65.89%
53.22%
75.13%
59.74%
75.87%
65.27%
47.75%
77.50%
32.54%
73.27%
66.47%
61.99%
59.48%
63.76%
26.08%
16.59%
75.47%

On-target
depth
49.16
152.72
145.29
48.16
99.54
127.33
124.55
53.87
118.12
82.09
50.19
64.89
131.66
54.62
143.09
142.48
58.39
49.98
24.79
139.9

The GRCh37 human reference genome was used to align the
sequencing reads via the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA)-0.7.10 (37). Read
sorting and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) duplicate removal was
performed

by

Picard-tools-1.124

(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/).

Genome Analysis Tools Kit (GATK)-3.7 (38) was used for performing data
pre-processing including local realignment around indels and base quality
score recalibration. Mutect2 was used to detect somatic single nucleotide
polymorphisms and Indels using tumor and matched normal blood. Annovar
(39) was used to annotate variants. The following criteria were used to reduce
false positive variants: 1) Mutect2 filter=PASS. 2) Significant single
nucleotide polymorphism was defined as Alt allele depth ≥ 4 and Alt allele
frequency ≥ 0.03, and significant Indel as Alt allele depth ≥ 4 and Alt allele
frequency ≥ 0.05. Moreover, exonic and splicing variants were only retained.
TMB was measured by the number of somatic single nucleotide variants and
indel mutations that passed the set criteria per megabase in the coding region.
The synonymous as well as nonsynonymous mutations were included (40).
Signature analysis of mutational processes was carried out using
deconstructSigs R package (41).
In order to identify more significant variants in the somatic mutation
profile, synonymous variants and common variants with allele frequency > 1%
in 1000G, ExAC, and ESP databases were removed. Additionally, variants
that predicted to be functionally neutral by CADD (Phred score < 15) or by
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both SIFT (pred=“T”) and PolyPhen-2 (pred=“B”) according to Annovar
annotation were also excluded. For identifying acquired resistance-associated
somatic mutations, which were present only in post-treatment samples, I
followed a re-checking process, which entailed examining whether the
somatic mutations found in a post-treatment sample were present in Mutect2
raw result without additional filtering of the pre-treatment sample. A mutation
diagram (“lollipop plot”) of phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase
catalytic subunit alpha (PIK3CA) variant was generated with MutationMapper
(42, 43). Copy number variations were identified by EXCAVATOR2 (44) and
CNVkit (45).

2.5. mRNA Sequencing and data analysis
Library for RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was constructed using a
TruSeq RNA Exome (Illumina, USA). A reverse transcription reaction with
poly (dT) primers was performed with isolated RNA using Super-ScriptTM II
Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen/Life Technologies, USA), according to the
manufacturer’s

protocol.

An

RNA-seq

library

was

prepared

via

complementary DNA amplification, end-repair, 3′ end adenylation, adapter
ligation, and amplification. Library quality and quantity were measured using
the Bioanalyzer and Qubit. Sequencing of the RNA library was carried out
using the 100-bp paired-end mode of the TruSeq RNA Exome (Illumina,
USA).
12

The paired-end sequencing reads were aligned to the hg38 reference
genome using STAR aligner-2.6.0 (46) and gene expression values were
quantified by RNA-Seq by Expectation-Maximization-1.3.1 (47). A total of
18,161 coding genes were analyzed for transcript abundance and poorly
expressed genes were eliminated based on the criteria of a maximum read
count > 20 for all samples. Read counts were normalized using the fragments
per kilobase million (FPKM) normalization method.
Tumor purity and immune scores based on RNA-seq were calculated
using Estimation of STromal and Immune cells in MAlignant Tumor tissues
using Expression data (ESTIMATE) (48). Fractions of immune-associated cell
types were calculated by CIBERSORT (49) using RNA-seq expression
profiles.
Genes with average FPKM of two samples ≥ 5 and log2 (fold change
of FPKM) ≥ 2 were considered to be differentially expressed genes between
pre-treatment and post-treatment sample for each case. DAVID bioinformatics
resources (DAVID, https://david.ncifcrf.gov/) (50) was utilized for performing
pathway enrichment analysis using only genes with an average FPKM of two
samples ≥ 20 as differentially expressed gene for input. Single-sample gene
set enrichment analysis (ssGSEA) was also utilized for performing pathway
enrichment analysis (51).

2.6. Acquisition of gene sets for profile identification
13

I regarded known cancer genes from the cancer gene census (52) as
cancer-associated genes. I further inferred oncogenic variants in cancerassociated genes based on COSMIC (Occurrence ≥ 3) (52), ClinVar
(CLNSIG=“Pathogenic”) (53), and OncoKB (54). I examined the profiles of
multiple gene sets likely to be involved in AR mechanism such as immune
checkpoint

(HisgAtlas,

http://biokb.ncpsb.org/HisgAtlas/index.php/Home/Browse/)
activity

(56),

antigen

presenting

(55),

machinery

cytolytic
(KEGG,

https://www.genome.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?hsa04612) (30, 57), interferon-γ
(IFN-γ) signaling pathway (58), and IFN-γ signature (59).

2.7. Statistical analysis
Overall survival (OS) was defined as the time from initiating ICI until death,
and the progression-free survival (PFS) was defined as the time from the
initiating ICI to disease progression or any cause of death.
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3. RESULTS

3.1.

Baseline clinical characteristics

A total of six patients showing acquired resistance participated in
paired WES analysis, RNA-seq analysis and multiplex IHC analysis (Figure
1). An example of clinical course of a patient is depicted in Figure 2. Patient
#2, a 41-year-old male with clear cell RCC was given right nephrectomy at
diagnosis and right lung metastatectomy after 2 years when the disease was
recurred in lung. Because he had very slowly progressive disease, he initiated
anti-PD-L1 monotherapy 14 months after one more resection of the lung
metastases without preceding chemotherapy. He achieved stable disease after
3 cycles of the treatment. After about 15 months of the treatment, mass lesions
adjacent to the seventh rib increased, so wedge resection of right upper and
lower lobes and video-assisted thoracoscopic rib excision were conducted.
The baseline clinical characteristics of the study population are
shown in Figure 3 and Table 2. Two patients (#3 and #4) showed partial
response, and four (#1, #2, #5 and #6) showed stable disease. The median
time to acquired resistance was 370 days (range, 210 to 739 days). The
patients comprised a case of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
(HNSCC) (#1), a case of nasopharyngeal carcinoma (#3), three cases of clear
cell RCC (#2, #4, and #6), and a case of invasive UCC of the bladder (#5).
15

Three patients received single ICI and three received combination treatment.
Tumor samples from patient #1, #4 and #5 were obtained just before the
initiation of ICI, whereas those from patient #2, #3 and #6 were obtained
before an earlier course of therapy. Clinical characteristics of tumor samples
are described in Table 3.
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Figure 1. Study flow and analytic process of the patients showing
acquired resistance to ICIs.
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Figure 2. Clinical course with radiologic images and tissue collection
timepoints for whole exome sequencing, RNA sequencing, and multiplex
immunohistochemistry in a patient with renal cell carcinoma (patient #2).
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Figure 3. Swimmer’s plot indicating progression-free survival, best
response, and the time to acquisition of tissue at acquired resistance to
ICI.
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Table 2. Baseline clinical characteristics of patients
Patient
No.

Age
/Sex

#1

59/M

#4

Tonsillar cancer
(HPV+)
41/M
ccRCC
19/M Nasopharyngeal
cancer
63/M
ccRCC

#5
#6

56/M
46/M

#2
#3

*

Diagnosis

UCC (bladder)
ccRCC

ECOG
Tumor
PS at
burden*
baseline
1
15mm

No. of Prior
systemic
therapy
1

0
1

39mm
60mm

0
1

1

17mm

0

1
1

40mm
73mm

0
3

PFS

OS

Treatment
duration

Type of ICIs

Response

α-PD-1+ αCTLA-4
α-PD-L1
α-PD-1

SD

15.9mo 23.1mo†

15.9mo

SD
PR

15.2mo 36.9mo†
24.6mo 60.2mo

15.2mo
23.6mo

α-PD-L1+αVEGF
α-PD-L1
α-PD-L1+MEK
inhibitor

PR

9.3mo

22.2mo

19.4mo

SD
SD

9.5mo†
7mo

28.7mo†
20.1mo†

28.7mo
6.1mo

Tumor burden was defined as baseline tumor size, which was calculated by summation of the largest diameter of the target lesions per RECIST version 1.1

(60).
†

Ongoing at census

Abbreviations: No., number; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; PS, performance status; ICI, immune checkpoint inhibitor; PD, progression;
PFS, progression-free survival; OS, overall survival; M, male; HPV, human papillomavirus; ccRCC, clear cell renal cell carcinoma, UCC, urothelial cell
carcinoma; α-, anti-; PD-1, programmed cell death-1; PD-L1, programmed death-ligand 1; CTLA-4; cytotoxic T-lymphocyte–associated antigen 4; VEGF;
vascular endothelial growth factor; MEK, mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase; SD, stable disease; PR, partial response;
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Table 3. Clinical information of tumor samples
Sample ID

Site

#1-pre
#1-post
#2-pre1
#2-pre2
#2-post
#3-pre
#3-post
#4-pre
#4-post
#5-pre
#5-post
#6-pre1
#6-pre2
#6-post

Lymph node
Spine
Kidney
Lung
Lung
Brain
Lung
Kidney
Bone (T12)
Bladder
Bladder
Bone (femur)
Kidney
Adrenal gland

Type of
specimen
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE
Surgical, FFPE

Clinical scenario*
Pre-treatment, recent
Post-treatment, new lesion
Pre-treatment, remote
Pre-treatment, remote
Post-treatment, in situ relapse and new lesion
Pre-treatment, remote
Post-treatment, in situ relapse
Pre-treatment, recent
Post-treatment, new lesion
Pre-treatment, recent
Post-treatment, in situ relapse
Pre-treatment, remote
Pre-treatment, remote
Post-treatment, in situ relapse

Abbreviations: ICI, immune checkpoint inhibitor; FFPE, Formalin-Fixed Paraffin-Embedded; PD, progressive disease;
If the pre-treatment tumor sample was obtained between the last treatment before ICI and ICI treatment, it was indicated as ‘recent’. Other cases were

*

marked as ‘remote’. For post-treatment tumor samples, site of PD (new lesion or in situ relapse) was described.
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3.2.

Tumor-intrinsic: from the perspective of tumor

3.2.1.

Tumor mutational burden

TMB has been known to be associated with treatment response to ICI and
used as predictive biomarker (14). In non-small cell lung cancer patients who
received ICI, decreased TMB with neo-antigen burden was associated with acquired
resistance (32), so I analyzed the number of somatic mutation and TMB from
processed whole exome sequencing data.
The median numbers of tumor purity before and after ICI treatment were
0.63 and 0.61, respectively (range, 0.47 to 0.73; 0.48 to 0.79, respectively) (Figure
4). The median somatic TMB in the pre-treatment samples was 3.31 (range 0.74 to
5.5). Compared to the TMB in the same cancer types from previously reported data
(40), the somatic TMB in the pre-treatment samples was low, except for patient #1
and #3. In patient #2 and #3, the somatic TMB decreased after acquisition of
resistance. Increased TMB was found only in the post-treatment sample of patient
#1 (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Tumor purity identified by Estimation of STromal and Immune cells
in MAlignant Tumor tissues using Expression data.
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Figure 5. The number of somatic mutation and tumor mutation burden of
patients with acquired resistance to ICIs. (A) The number of somatic mutation.
(B) Tumor mutation burden as somatic mutation number per megabase (Mb).
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3.2.2.

Mutational signature

Signatures which were associated with smoking (61), mismatch repair (62,
63), or the apolipoprotein B mRNA editing catalytic polypeptide-like (APOBEC)
mutations (64) have been reported to be associated with treatment response to ICIs.
Signature related to mismatch repair deficiency is associated with improved ICI
response owing to hyper-mutated phenotype by increased TMB.
In this study, the analysis of the mutation spectrum of the pre-treatment
samples showed prominent C>T transitions, as has been demonstrated in many solid
cancers (Figure 6A). The predominant mutational signatures of the post-treatment
samples were mostly retained after ICI treatment, with the exception of 2 paired
cases (patient #3 and #4) (Figure 6B), similar to the results from a report of nonsmall cell lung cancer patients (30). Patient #1 and #5 exhibited a mutational
signature (signature 13) rich in both C>T transitions and C>G transversion at TC
dinucleotides, suggestive of being associated with APOBEC mutations (65), which
was also retained both in pre-treatment and resistant samples.
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Figure 6. Mutation frequency and signatures. (A) The frequency of mutation
spectrum. (B) Mutation signature.
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3.2.3.

Oncogenic signaling pathways

To investigate the aberration of oncogenic signaling pathway that might be
associated with resistance to ICI, I analyzed the aberration of tumor cell genes
including oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes, which occurred only in resistant
samples. Any of acquired resistance-associated somatic mutations were not
overlapped between patients (Figure 7 and Figure 8).

3.2.3.1.

Activation of PI3K-Akt signaling pathway

Alteration of phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) through deletion or
inactivating mutations has been frequently found in different types of cancer (66, 67)
and has been reported to be associated with immune escape (67-70). However, I
could not find any evidence of PTEN alteration through mutation and expression
data (Figure 8 and Figure 9). Instead, I identified that post-treatment sample of
patient #1 had an E542K missense mutation that lies within the PIK helical domain
of the Pik3ca protein (variant allele frequency, 34.1%) (Figure 10A). This mutation
has been known as hotspot mutation, which is commonly found in breast cancer and
colorectal cancer (71, 72). Integrative Genomics Viewer plot displayed that the
frequency of the PI3KCA E542K mutation was observed at higher levels in the
resistance sample than in the pre-treatment sample (Figure 10B). By pathway
enrichment analysis, enrichment of PI3K-Akt signaling pathway was found in the
post-treatment sample of #1 (Figure 11).
ETS variant transcription factor 1 (ETV1) is known to be related to Akt
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signaling as well (73), and a missense mutation (R188H) in gene encoding ETV1
was found in post-treatment sample of patient #5 (Figure 7). However, change in
PI3K-Akt signaling pathway was not observed in this patient.
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Figure 7. Acquired resistance-associated somatic mutation profiles (posttreatment only) of cancer genes.
Variants in genes marked with bold font mean oncogenic variants inferred from
COSMIC, ClinVar, and OncoKB.
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Figure 8. Somatic mutations of cancer genes detected in pre-treatment and
post-treatment samples of patients showing acquired resistance.
Variants in genes marked with bold font mean oncogenic variants inferred from
COSMIC, ClinVar, and OncoKB.
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Figure 9. Heatmap of 50 top genes with average fragments per kilobase million
(FPKM) of two samples ≥ 5 and log2 (fold change of FPKM) ≥ 2 as
differentially expressed genes between pre-treatment and post-treatment
sample.
In each patient, upregulated genes and downregulated genes in post-treatment
samples are located at upper part and lower part of the heatmap bar, respectively.
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Figure 10. Acquired loss-of-function mutation in PIK3CA gene at the time of
resistance. (A) Lollipop plot of PIK3CA E542K mutation located in the helical
domain. (B) Integrative Genomics Viewer plots showing that the PIK3CA E542K
missense mutation is found at the resistance.
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Figure 11. The pathway enrichment analysis result showing that PI3K-Akt
signaling pathway was enriched in post-treatment sample of patient #1.
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3.2.3.2.

Activation of Wnt/β-catenin pathway

Patient #3 showed a frameshift deletion mutation (A13Pfs*35) in gene
encoding paired like homeobox 2B (PHOX2B) and a stopgain mutation (R656*) in
gene encoding AXIN2, which may be both likely oncogenic mutations. The Axinrelated protein, Axin2, presumably plays an important role in the regulation of the
stability of β-catenin in the Wnt signaling pathway (74). So, the stopgain mutation
of AXIN2 might impair the inhibition of the Wnt signaling pathway by
downregulating β-catenin. Activation of Wnt/β-catenin pathway was reported
previously as a mechanism of primary (75) or acquired resistance (69) to ICI.
However, in pathway analysis, Wnt/β-catenin pathway was not considerably
changed between pre-treatment and resistance samples of patient #3 (Figure 12).

3.2.3.3.

Loss of TET2

Patient #4 showed a frameshift deletion (S424Afs*3) in gene encoding tet
methylcytosine dioxygenase 2 (TET2), which was likely oncogenic. Loss of TET2
was reported to be associated with decreased cancer immunity and efficacy of
cancer immunotherapy (76). However, mRNA expression of TET2 was not changed
in patient #4 (Figure 9), which implies that the frameshift deletion of TET2 may
not be associated with acquired resistance.
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Figure 12. Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway enrichment from Hallmark
pathway database in pre-treatment and post-treatment samples.
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3.2.4.

PD-L1 expression on tumor cell

PD-L1 expression on tumor cell is known as a predictive biomarker for
response to ICI in non-small cell lung cancer, melanoma, etc (77). However,
predictive role of PD-L1 remains controversial in RCC and HNSCC (12, 78), while
UCC patients with high PD-L1 expression on tumor cell have better treatment
outcomes (79). Changes of tumor PD-L1 expression after acquisition of resistance
are also inconsistent between previously reported data (29, 80, 81).
In this study, by multiplex IHC, patient #1, #3, #5, and #6 had positive PDL1 expression on tumor cell at baseline (Figure 13). Tumor PD-L1 expression in
pre-treatment samples of patient #2 and patient #4 was scarce. Tumor PD-L1 in
patient #1 and #3 markedly decreased at the time of AR compared to the baseline,
while tumor PD-L1 in patient #5 increased 3.5-fold. In patient #2 and #4, PD-L1 on
tumor cells was still remained negative.
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Figure 13. The ratio of PD-L1 positive cell per total cell on CK-positive cells by
multiplex immunohistochemistry.
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3.2.5.

Interferon-γ associated features

To evaluate whether defective IFN-γ-related signaling, which is previously
known as resistance mechanism, exists in the cohort, I explored the mutations and
expression of genes which are known to be associated with the IFN-γ pathway
(Figure 14). Except for a few missense mutations detected in post-treatment
samples of patient #1, #4, and #5, no mutations conferring defects in the IFN-γ
pathway were detected. No significant trend in changes in the IFN-γ-related gene
expression in each gene was found, while 6-gene IFN-γ signature and IFN-γ
pathway enrichment scores seemed to decrease after acquisition of resistance in
patient #1 (Figure 15). In summary, I did not find any clear evidence of a defect in
the IFN-γ pathway in our cohort.
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Figure 14. Expression and mutation profiles of interferon-γ pathway-associated
genes.
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Figure 15. Interferon-γ-associated features in RNA sequencing. (A) Interferon-γassociated signature. (B) interferon-γ pathway enrichment from Hallmark pathway
database.
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3.2.6.

Antigen presentation machinery

To identify impaired immuno-recognition due to defective antigen
presentation, I analyzed the expression status of HLA class I in CK-positive cells.
None of the samples demonstrated the loss of HLA class I by multiplex IHC in posttreatment samples compared to pre-treatment samples (Figure 16). Moreover, the
expression of antigen processing machinery-associated genes including HLA-A,
HLA-B, HLA-C, beta-2-microglobulin (B2M), transporter 1 ATP binding cassette
subfamily B member (TAP1), transporter 2 ATP binding cassette subfamily B
member (TAP2), and TAP binding protein (TAPBP) was not significantly altered
during ICI treatment (Figure 17). The WES data did not reveal any mutation related
to antigen presenting machinery except for a nonsense mutation in nuclear
transcription factor Y subunit gamma (NFYC).
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Figure 16. The ratio of HLA class I positive cell per total cell on CK-positive
cells by multiplex immunohistochemistry.
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Figure 17. Expression and mutation profiles of antigen presentation
machinery-associated genes.
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3.3.

Tumor-extrinsic: from the perspective of immune system

Genetic, transcriptomic, and pathologic changes within immune system are
classified into two categories – local immunity and systemic immunity.

3.3.1.

Local immunity

3.3.1.1.

Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes

Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) are the most well-known biomarker
that is associated with response to ICI (17). High level of CD8-positive TILs, which
features immune-inflamed tumor, is associated with better response to ICI in nonsmall cell lung cancer and melanoma patients (82, 83). At baseline, the amount of
CD8-positive TILs varied between samples. Patient #2, #3 and #4 showed minimal
CD8-positive TILs in pre-treatment samples, whereas patient #1 showed high CD8positive TILs in pre-treatment sample (Figure 18). At the time of acquired
resistance, multiplex IHC revealed that TILs, especially positive for CD8, were
markedly decreased in patient #1 and increased in patient #2. These results were
consistently shown in the RNA-seq data (Figure 19). The proportion of CD3, CD4,
and CD8-positive cells were all increased in post-treatment samples compared to
pre-treatment samples in patient #3. However, in other patient (#4, #5, and #6) the
direction of the changes of TILs varied.
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Figure 18. Pathologic evaluation of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes by
multiplex immunohistochemistry. The ratios of (A) CD3-positive cell, (B) CD8positive cell, and (C) CD4-positive cell per total cell on CK-negative, lymphocytesize-matched cells by multiplex immunohistochemistry are shown.
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Figure 19. Transcriptomic evaluation of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes. The
mRNA expression levels of (A) CD3, (B) CD8 and (C) CD4 in pre-treatment and
post-treatment samples by RNA sequencing are shown.
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3.3.1.2.

Immune

checkpoints

and

immune-activation

gene

expression
Immune checkpoints are crucial molecules that differentially express on
immune cell surface and negatively regulate immune response (84). The major
checkpoints are located on T cell, which may result in immune escape by T cell
exhaustion (85). I examined the expression of the major three checkpoints which are
associated with T cell exhaustion – PD-1, LAG3 and TIM3 by multiplex IHC. In
addition, the expressions of 22 genes encoding immune checkpoint molecules were
also investigated by RNA sequencing. In patient #2, while at baseline PD-1, LAG3
and TIM3 were hardly expressed, those were all elevated in post-treatment sample
(Figure 20 and Figure 21). Consistent with multiplex IHC data, these were
similarly seen in RNA-seq data (Figure 22). CTLA-4 also increased in posttreatment sample of patient #2. On the other hand, immune checkpoints including
PD-1, LAG3, and TIM3 were all decreased in the post-treatment samples of patient
#1 (Figure 21 and Figure 22). In patient #3, all the immune checkpoints were
minimally expressed and not changed much. Patient #4 exhibited the decrease of
PD-1 only, neither LAG3 nor TIM3. VISTA, which is encoded by the C10orf54 gene,
has been reported to be associated with negative immune response (86). However,
none of the patients except for patient #4 had increased VISTA expression in posttreatment (Figure 22).
mRNA expression of immune activation markers were investigated by
RNA sequencing. The decreasing trend of immune activation markers such as IFNG,
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perforin 1 (PRF1), granzyme A (GZMA), granzyme A (GZMB), cystatin F (CST7),
and natural killer cell granule protein 7 (NKG7) was observed in the post-treatment
sample of patient #1. On the other hand, the elevated expressions of immune
activation markers and cytolytic activity were observed at the time of acquired
resistance in patient #2 (Figure 22 and Figure 23).
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Figure 20. H&E, PD-L1, CD3, PD-1, LAG3, and TIM3 immunohistochemical
staining of the tumors before and after ICIs in patient #2. (scale bar, 100um)
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Figure 21. Pathologic evaluation of three immune checkpoints by multiplex
immunohistochemistry. The ratios of (A) PD-1-positive cell, (B) LAG3-positive
cell, and (C) TIM3-positive cell per total cell on CK-negative, lymphocyte-sizematched cells by multiplex immunohistochemistry are shown.
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Figure 22. Heatmap comparison of the expression of genes related to immune
activation and immune suppression (immune checkpoint) between pretreatment and post-treatment samples by RNA sequencing.
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Figure 23. Cytolytic activity by RNA sequencing.
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3.3.1.3.

Immune cells within tumor microenvironment

The components of the tumor microenvironment and their changes before
and after ICI treatment were evaluated using CIBERSORT (Figure 24).
Although regulatory T cells play a role in downregulation of immune
responses (65, 87), I did not observe their presence in the samples. The difference in
the abundance of macrophages between pre-treatment and post-treatment samples
was observed in some patients. The proportions of M1 and M2 macrophages both
increased in the post-treatment sample of patient #1. On the other hand, the
proportion of M2 macrophage was elevated in post-treatment sample of patient #3. I
also performed multiplex IHC for CD86 (representative of M1 macrophage) and
CD163 (representative of M2 macrophage) (Figure 25). From the multiplex IHC
analysis, the ratio of CD86-positive cell and CD163-positive cell per total cell both
decreased in the post-treatment sample of patient #1, which was inconsistent with
CIBERSORT analysis of RNA-seq. The change of CD163-positive cell per total cell
between pre-treatment and post-treatment samples in patient #3 was also
inconsistent with the result from CIBERSORT analysis. I observed that M1 and M2
macrophage both increased in the post-treatment sample of patient #5, whereas M2
macrophage only increased in the post-treatment sample of patient #2.
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Figure 24. Comparison of the fraction of immune cell population estimated by
CIBERSORT between pre-treatment and post-treatment samples.
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Figure

25.

Pathologic

evaluation

of

macrophages

by

multiplex

immunohistochemistry. The ratio of (A) CD86-positive cell and (B) CD163positive cell per total cell on CK-negative, macrophage-size-matched cells by
multiplex immunohistochemistry are shown.
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3.3.2.

Systemic immunity

3.3.2.1.

Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio

The neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) is a marker of systemic
inflammation. It was shown to be associated with treatment outcomes in patients
who treated with ICIs (88, 89). Although there are debates about the optimal cut-off
value of high NLR (90), NLR > 5 was considered to be high in ICI studies (91-93).
Changes in NLR after acquisition of resistance to ICIs remain unclear yet. In this
cohort, trends of NLR varied between patients (Figure 26). During ICI treatment,
NLR remained under 5 in two patients (patient #2 and #5). In patient #1 and #3,
high NLR at the initiation of ICI decreased during the treatment, then elevated again
before progression. Similarly, patient #6 also showed elevated NLR at the time of
progression. In patient #4, NLR was fluctuated during the treatment.
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Figure 26. Changes in neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio in six patients during
ICI treatment.
Red arrow indicates the time of progression.
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3.3.2.2.

Serum lactate dehydrogenase

Elevated pretreatment serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was reported to be
associated with poor response to ICIs in cancer patients (94). Change of LDH
during acquired resistance has not been elucidated yet. In this cohort, the LDH level
was not elevated (< 250) in all the patients from pretreatment to progression
(Figure 27).
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Figure 27. Changes in serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) in five patients
during ICI treatment. Red arrow indicates the time of progression.
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4. DISCUSSION

Although the number of research focusing on the efficacy of
immunotherapy rapidly increases, little has been elucidated about genetic,
transcriptional and pathologic changes after acquisition of resistance in patients who
are treated with ICIs so far (5, 19). The defect of antigen presenting machinery (29,
30, 95), loss of neo-antigen (32), or loss-of-function mutation in IFN-γ signaling
pathway (29, 96) has been reported to result in acquired resistance to ICIs in
previous studies. However, no specific mechanism is identified in many cases and
the true landscape of acquired resistance to ICIs remains still unveiled (18). In this
study, the changes related to previously known mechanism were partly seen in some
cases, and in others the changes supporting different possible mechanism of
resistance were found.
I classified the genetic, transcriptional and pathologic changes related to
acquired resistance to ICIs, which have been reported in previous studies and found
in this study, into two categories: tumor-intrinsic (tumor side) and tumor-extrinsic
(immune side) (Figure 28). In this study, one patient (patient #1) showed genetic
changes in tumor-intrinsic components, and two patients (patient #3 and #4) had
possible genetic changes in tumor-intrinsic components which may not be
associated with acquired resistance. Two patients (patient #2 and #5) mainly showed
the changes in local immunity, without clear changes in tumor-intrinsic components.
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No definite changes were noted in one patient (patient #6).
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Figure 28. Summary of tumor-intrinsic and tumor-extrinsic mechanisms of
acquired resistance
Abbreviation: LOH, loss-of-heterozygosity; TME, tumor microenvironment;
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4.1.

Changes in tumor-intrinsic components
Changes in tumor-intrinsic components during ICI treatment comprise

either changes in oncogenic signaling pathways that affect the immunity or changes
directly related to immune regulation. Genetic alterations in several key oncogenic
and tumor suppressor pathways are important not only for playing a role in tumor
cells and developing cancer, but also for modulating the regulation of immune
checkpoints and affecting immune escape (97). The PI3K-Akt-mTOR signaling
pathway is a commonly known oncogenic signaling pathway, which plays a crucial
role in cell growth, proliferation, and metabolism (98), and is frequently activated in
aberrant ways in many cancer types (66, 98). This pathway is also associated with
the regulation of immune checkpoints and sensitivity to ICIs (97). Activation of the
PI3K-Akt-mTOR pathway was related to increased expression of PD-L1 in
glioblastoma (99), breast and prostate cancer (100), and inhibition of the pathway
had synergistic effect with anti-PD-1 inhibitor in syngeneic and genetically
engineered mouse models of lung cancer (101). Loss of PTEN, which can activate
PI3K-Akt-mTOR pathway, was reported to decrease T-cell infiltration and
upregulate immunosuppressive cytokines in preclinical model of melanoma (70).
PI3KCA mutation, as another genetic aberration in PI3K-Akt-mTOR pathway, was
also associated with less immune gene expression in muscle-invasive bladder
cancer patients (102). Although loss of PTEN has been considered as a change
related to acquired resistance to ICIs in a leiomyosarcoma patient (68) and a
melanoma patient (69), to my knowledge, it is the first that acquired PIK3CA
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mutation was found in the patient who treated with ICI and showed acquired
resistance. I observed that significant decreases of the immune infiltrates such as
TILs and several immune activation markers were found in post-treatment sample
of patient #1 and that PI3K-Akt pathway was enriched in post-treatment sample. It
is consistent with the result from previous study in bladder cancer patients (102)
that tumor-immune infiltrates were decreased in PI3KCA-mutated population.
Inhibition of PI3K-Akt-mTOR signaling pathway using different PI3K inhibitors
was effective for promoting tumor regression, restoring immune infiltrates, and
enhancing response to ICIs, as reported in several studies (102-104). I propose that
PI3K inhibition in addition to ICI treatment would be beneficial to overcome
acquired resistance in patient #1.
Another interesting finding from patient #1 is that the tumor clone with
PIK3CA E542K mutation expanded significantly during acquisition of resistance in
a HPV-positive HNSCC patient which has predominant APOBEC feature before ICI
treatment. APOBEC3 appear to play a role in HPV-associated carcinogenesis by
generating somatic mutations on the basis of viral oncoprotein (E6 and E7)
expression (105). In addition, APOBEC-signature, which is characterized by C>T
transitions and C>G transversions at TpC dinucleotides (65, 71, 106) is also widely
found in HNSCC, especially for HPV-positive HNSCC due to reduced exposure to
exogenous carcinogen such as smoking (107). The presence of APOBEC-signature
was associated with high TMB (64, 108), which can explain better response to ICI
treatment (109, 110). So I suppose that high level of TMB and its increase at post64

treatment may be related to predominant APOBEC-signature and initial response in
patient #1. Among mutations of the PI3K pathway, which are frequently found in
HNSCC patients (111, 112), E542K (c.1624G > A) mutation in the helical domain
of the PIK3CA gene can be caused by APOBEC-mediated TCW mutation, as
reported in a study of HPV-positive HNSCC tumors from The Cancer Genome
Atlas HNSCC cohort (107). The observation that PIK3CA DNA is deaminated by
APOBEC3B in vitro can explain that (107). The hypothesis I propose is that the
newly detected E542K mutation in PIK3CA helical domain may result from
APOBEC activity and lead to immune escape at the time of acquired resistance by
decreasing the immune infiltrates (Figure 29).
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Figure 29. Hypothetical diagram indicating the development of PIK3CAmutant clones mediated by APOBEC-signature in HPV-infected head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma patient.
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Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway is also one of oncogenic signaling
pathway that can be associated with resistance to ICIs (97, 113). Activation of
Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway was also reported to be associated with acquired
resistance to immunotherapy in a melanoma patient (69). The aberrant activation of
the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway results in T cell infiltration and dendritic cell
inhibition (114), so it may impair the therapeutic activity of ICIs. A stop-gain
mutation in gene encoding AXIN2, which was found in patient #3, may activate
Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway by disruption of negative regulation feedback.
However, in this patient, Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway was not enriched in posttreatment sample, so this would not actually contribute to acquired resistance.
Similarly, loss of TET2 was found in patient #4, which could be associated with
immune evasion from anti-PD-1 treatment (76). In a preclinical study of melanoma
and colon cancer, TET2 control chemokine, PD-L1 expression, TIL infiltration by
mediating the IFN-γ-JAK-STAT signaling pathway. TET2 deletion reduced
chemokine expression and TILs, leading the tumor to immune escape. However,
these features were not evident in the patient #4. It is important to differentiate
descriptive findings versus mechanisms of acquired resistance (18). Further
exploration about interaction of changes in tumor-intrinsic and tumor-extrinsic
components in patients such as patient #3 and #4 is needed.
The two most widely studied changes in tumor-intrinsic components
related to immune regulation are defective antigen presentation and defects in IFN-γ
signaling. Prior studies in patients who treated with ICI and showed acquired
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resistance demonstrated that disruption of antigen presentation could play a key role
in immune evasion of tumor even if the level of cytotoxic CD8-positive TIL
remains elevated (29-31, 95). However, this study finding that no events were
detected in genes related to antigen presentation in the cohort samples suggests that
immuno-recognition can be intact at the time of resistance and different
mechanisms may work to induce acquired resistance. Moreover, JAK-STAT
signaling and IFN-γ pathway are associated with maintenance of cell senescence to
keep remnant tumor cells dormant (115), defects in those pathways could have
caused acquired resistance in patients treated with ICI. However, mutations in JAK1
or JAK2 that can lead to decreased sensitivity to IFN-γ were also not detected in this
cohort samples.

4.2.

Changes in tumor-extrinsic components

One of the key changes in tumor-extrinsic components (immune side) is
upregulation of alternative immune checkpoints (85). I found that the expression
level of alternative immune checkpoints such as TIM3, LAG3, or CTLA4 elevated
during acquisition of resistance against ICI treatment in patient #2. It is consistent
with the result from previous studies that upregulation of TIM3 on TIL was
observed in the mouse model, melanoma and non-small cell lung cancer patients
showing acquired resistance to ICI treatment (34, 116, 117). In a preclinical study of
HNSCC tumors, adaptive resistance to anti-PD-1 inhibitor was led by TIM3
upregulation in a PI3K-Akt-dependent manner (118). In addition, mRNA expression
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level of LAG3 was elevated in resistant tissues compared to pre-immunotherapy
tissues in non-small cell lung cancer patients (30). Immunosuppressive alternative
checkpoints such as TIM3 or LAG3 play a compensatory role limiting tumorreactive T-cell function and would make tumors escape from therapeutic blockade
of PD-1 / PD-L1 axis (85). Although TILs, especially positive for CD8, increased at
the time of resistance, immunosuppressive signals around tumor microenvironment
may interact with TILs and impair their function to kill tumor cells (5, 119). In
patient #2, no significant mutations or copy number alterations were detected, so
these transcriptional changes of alternative immune checkpoints may be associated
with

acquired

resistance.

Sequential

treatment

for

inhibiting

these

immunosuppressive checkpoints might be a strategy for overcoming acquired
resistance (34, 120).
In patient #5, increased proportion of M2 macrophage, which plays an
immunosuppressive role within tumor microenvironment, was observed in posttreatment sample. M2 macrophage can enhance tumor growth, invasion and
metastasis through secretion of anti-inflammatory cytokines and pro-angiogenic
factors (121). Targeting for immunosuppression mediated by tumor-associated
macrophage can be a potential therapeutic approach to enhance anti-tumor immune
response

(122).

Although

immunosuppressive

components

within

tumor

microenvironment including myeloid-derived suppressor cell, cancer-associated
fibroblast, or regulatory T cell may contribute to immunotherapy resistance (19, 123,
124), other components of tumor microenvironment than macrophage were not
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changed in this cohort patients. In patient #5, little changes in tumor-intrinsic
components were observed, so in such case, evaluation of tumor-extrinsic
components, especially for immune cell subpopulation, is important to explore the
mechanism of resistance.

4.3.

Clinical implications and limitations

Some clinical implications are drawn from this study. First, it was a hypothesis
generating study investigating the changes associated with potential mechanism of
acquired resistance, which can suggest further studies for confirmation and
validation of the impact of those changes on acquired resistance. Although there
have been several studies exploring the mechanism of acquired resistance using
WES, RNA-seq, or immunohistochemistry so far, the insights for the true landscape
of acquired resistance to ICIs remains still uncertain, and further data should be
accumulated. This study can give an underpinning clue to expand the research area.
Second, classifying the changes of parameters into tumor-side and immune-side can
help systematically identify which changes are the main ones related to acquired
resistance. Despite several efforts to figure out the mechanism of acquired
resistance, to date, there has been relatively no therapeutic progress to reverse
acquired resistance. Although multi-facet approaches are needed to explore the
resistance mechanism, it is essential to target the main changes for therapeutic
strategies (85). This kind of classification can aid to plan therapeutic strategies.
This study has several limitations. Firstly, the number of patients included in
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this study was small due to unavailability of pre-treatment and post-treatment
tissues for WES, RNA-seq, and multiplex IHC. Further prospective studies with
sufficient patients who display acquired resistance are needed. Secondly, whether
PIK3CA mutagenesis can lead to acquired resistance or is just a coincident event
with tumor progression should be validated in an animal model or in another patient
cohort. Lastly, mutations in tumor samples with relatively low purity might not be
detected and missed as false negatives.

4.4.

Conclusion
This study showed that the increases of alternative immune checkpoints

seen at the time of resistance may contribute to the acquired resistance in one clear
cell RCC patient. Different from this case, I found a hotspot mutation in gene
encoding PIK3CA, which may be mediated by APOBEC-associated signature, and
suggest that this mechanism can possibly contribute to the acquired resistance in
another HPV-positive HNSCC patient. However, previously known mechanism of
acquired resistance – defect of antigen presentation or defect of IFN-γ signaling –
were not detected.
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국문 초록
면역관문억제제에 대한 내성 획득 시 유전체, 전사체
및 병리학적 변화에 대한 통합적 분석

서론: 면역관문억제제는 여러 암종에서 떠오르는 역할을 하고 있다. 면역
관문억제제로 치료받은 환자들의 일부에서 장기간 치료 반응이 유지되지
만 결과적으로 암이 진행하며 면역관문억제제에 대한 획득 내성을 보인
다. 그러나 아직 획득 내성 기전은 잘 알려지지 않았다. 본 연구에서는
면역관문억제제 치료 전후의 유전체, 전사체 및 병리학적 변화를 종양 내
적 측면과 종양 외적(면역) 측면에서 통합적으로 보고자, 면역관문억제제
에 대해 반응한 이후 획득 내성을 경험한 환자들의 면역관문억제제 치료
전후 암조직을 분석하였다.
방법: 2013년 12월부터 2017년 6월까지 서울대학교병원에서 면역관문
억제제를 투여 받은 면역학적 암종 (신세포암, 요로상피세포암 및 두경부
암) 환자들을 후향적으로 분석하였다. 면역관문억제제에 대해 반응 (완전
반응, 부분 반응, 혹은 6개월 이상의 안정 병변)을 보인 후 진행하였고,
분석 가능한 포르말린 고정 파라핀 조직이 있는 경우 연구에 포함되었다.
치료 전과 치료 후 내성 조직에 대하여 엑솜시퀀싱 (whole exome
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sequencing),

RNA

시퀀싱

및

다중

면역화학염색

(multiplex

immunohistochemistry)를 시행하였다. 암 돌연변이 부담, 돌연변이 원
(mutation signature) 및 획득 내성과 관련된 체성 돌연변이를 조사하였
다. 면역세포 침윤, 면역관문 및 면역 활성 인자와 같은 면역 관련 인자
들, 종양 미세환경의 구성요소를 분석하였다. 평가된 인자들은 종양 내적
요인 및 종양 외적 요인으로(국소 면역, 전신 면역) 나누어 분류되었다.
결과: 본 연구는 총 6명의 환자에 대해 분석을 하였다. 획득 내성 발생까
지의 기간은 중앙값 370일 (범위, 210일 – 739일)이었다. 첫번째 환자
는 인유두종 바이러스 양성인 두경부 편평세포암 환자로, 치료 전후 암조
직에서 뚜렷한 APOBEC 관련 돌연변이원을 보였다. 이 환자의 내성 시
점 암 조직에서는 PIK3CA 유전자에 missense mutation인 E542K가
발생하였는데, 이는 PI3K-Akt 신호전달 경로를 활성화시킬 수 있고 획
득 내성을 야기할 수도 있다. 이 환자에서는 치료 후 내성 시점에서 종양
돌연변이 부담이 증가한 반면, 세포독성 CD8 양성 T 세포와 PD-1,

LAG3, TIM3와 같은 면역관문의 발현은 내성을 획득하는 동안 모두 감
소하는 것을 보였다. 반면, 두번째 환자의 다중 면역화학염색과 RNA 시
퀀싱 결과에서 치료 전에 비해 치료 후 조직에서 CD8 양성 종양침윤 림
프구뿐만 아니라 PD-1, LAG3, TIM3을 포함하는 면역억제성 인자들의
발현이 높게 나타나는 것을 확인하였다. 세번째 환자는 AXIN2 유전자에
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stop-gain mutation이, 네번째 환자는 TET2 유전자에 frameshift
deletion mutation이 발생하였다. 전체 환자에서 항원 제시 구성 요소 혹
은 인터페론 감마 관련 경로에 대한 의미 있는 돌연변이나 복제 수 이상
은 발견되지 않았다.
결론: 본 연구에서는 면역관문억제제 치료 후 내성을 획득한 시점에서 면
역억제성

인자들의

상승이

관찰되었다.

APOBEC에

의해

매개되는

PIK3CA 돌연변이 발생 과정은 획득 내성에 대한 잠재적인 기전이 될
수 있다.

주요어: 획득 내성, 기전, 면역관문억제제, 차세대 염기서열 분석, 면역화
학염색, Programmed death-ligand 1, PIK3CA
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